Demo 13 - Watch Dog Timer Study

Introduction:
This demo gives an idea about using the on-chip watchdog timer in the real time applications.
Watchdog timer is one of the on-chip safety mechanisms to keep the workings of the CPU in a
stable condition when the microcontroller is put into uncertain and noisy environments. When
the CPU misses its defined flow of control, then the watchdog timer may reset the microcontroller
and bring back the CPU into its original operating conditions. To get this implemented, the
application should have a facility embedded along the course of control flow to refresh the watchdog
timer before its predefined time gets lapsed.
When the watchdog timer misses any of its periodical refreshing signal, it completes its timing
period and pushes the microcontroller into reset to force the CPU to start working from reset
vector. This is how the microcontroller comes out of uncertain conditions. Because of the inclusion
of the watchdog timer into the design, the reliability of the application is increased so much.
The R8C Tiny controllers come with an easy to use watchdog timer along with a simplified
refresh mechanism to enable the designers include the required protection into their designs.
The study module makes use of point LEDs and push button switches to make the study on
watchdog timer an easy and interesting one!

Hardware:

Eight point LEDs and two push button switches are used to study the on-chip watchdog timer.
The LEDs are connected to the port lines P10 to P17 with proper drivers. The TTL buffer IC
74LS245 is used to drive the point LEDs. The two push button switches are connected to the
port lines P33 and P34 for interacting with the micon.
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Circuit:
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Connections:

1. Connect the port lines P10 to P17 to 8 point LEDs.
2. Connect port lines P33 and P34 to two push button switches.

Functional Description:
The R8C/Tiny‘s watchdog timer is designed around a 15bit counter, which counts down from
32768/4096 using a variety of clock options. The count value can be either 32768 or 4096 and
selected by the CSPRO bit in Count Source Protection Mode Register CSPR. The watchdog
timer can be operated in two modes with either count source protection mode enabled or disabled.
When this counter under flows (When the count reaches down to zero), the watchdog mechanism generates either an interrupt request or a system reset to the microcontroller. The watchdog timer gets its clock source from the CPU clock through a prescaler with either 16 or 128
dividing options. So, users get different time out periods from the CPU clock options as well as
selecting the appropriate divider in the prescaler.
The result of watchdog timer’s under flow is selected by defining PM12 bit of the PM1 register.
This PM12 bit only can be set to 1 level to activate the system reset. Once this bit is set to 1
level, the bit can not be reset to 0 level by the program control. When this bit is properly set to
0 level, then the underflow of the watchdog timer generates an interrupt request.
When the watchdog timer generates a reset signal, the microcontroller initializes its pins, CPU
and the most of the SFR. Then the CPU starts executing programs indicated by the reset vector.
After the reset, the CPU gets the low speed on-chip oscillator clock with the division of 8.
When the count source protection mode is in enabled condition, the operation and other details
are tabulated as shown below:
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When the count source protection mode is in enabled condition, the operation and other details
are tabulated as shown below:

The prescaler’s divider is selected between 16 and 128 by defining WDC7 bit of the WDC register.
Both the watchdog timer and the prescaler becomes inactive immediately after reset. So, the
watchdog timer has to be given the command to start working again. For a write operation to the
WDTS (Watch Dog Timer Start) register, the watchdog timer starts counting down for every clock
input signal. The source clock can be either the CPU clock or low speed ring oscillator clock
according to the bit CSPRO bit value. To initialize the watchdog timer to its fixed defined value
of 32,768 or 4096, another write operation is required for the WDTR (Watch Dog Timer Reset)
register. From the next clock onwards, the counting continues downwards. Both these opera-
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tions just need a simple writing to the registers with minimum program code.
In both stop and wait modes, the watchdog timer and the prescaler are stopped. When the
device comes out of these modes, the watchdog timer resumes its operation from the stopped
value.

The block diagram of the watchdog timer shown below:

Registers Used:
CM0

- System clock control register 0

CM1

- System clock control register 1

OCD

- Oscillation stop detection register 1

WDTS

- Watchdog timer start register

WDTR

- Watchdog timer reset register
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CM0 - System Clock Control Register 0:

The main clock is switched off by setting CM05 bit. Allow division of clock according to the CM16
and CM17 bits contents by clearing CM06 bit.
CM1 - System Clock Control Register 1:

Turn on low speed on-chip oscillator by clearing CM14 bit.
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OCD - Oscillation Stop Detection Register 1:

Main clock is switched off by setting the bit OCD3 and the on-chip oscillator is selected by
setting OCD2 bit.
WDTS - Watchdog Timer Start Register

Write a dummy data H’FF to this register to start watchdog timer.
WDTR - Watchdog Timer Reset Register

Write a dummy data H’FF to this register to reset the watchdog timer.
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Software Description:
To implement this study, eight point LEDs are connected to the port 1 and two push button
switches are connected with port lines P33 and P34.
After the reset, the microcontroller starts sequentially flashing the point LEDs from first to last
with a time delay and then keep flashing the same LEDs from last to first one with the delay. This
continuous sequential LED flashing indicates a simple control flow without any watchdog timer.
But along the course of program flow, the control looks for a press of push button switch connected with the port line P33.
When the program flow identifies a key press at P33, the microcontroller immediately stops
sequential LED flashing and starts the watchdog timer. An LED is triggered to flash for indicating
watchdog operation. Apart from this LED flashing, the program control looks for the key press at
the pin P34.
Now, on sensing the second key press, the program stops the watchdog timer’s refresh to let the
timer gets its time lapsed out. Since, the watchdog timer’s output is enabled to reset the
microcontroller, the flashing of the point LED continues till the end of watchdog timer’s time out
period and then starts flashing all the LEDs in sequence when the controller comes out of the
reset state.
In this study the low speed on-chip oscillator is used as clock source for CPU and other
peripherals. The divide by 16 option is selected for the prescaler and the time out period of the
watchdog timer will be 4.194 seconds.
4.194 seconds = (16 * 32768)/125KHZ.
The files used in this module are listed below:

Files

Description

Demo13.C

Main file for this module, will gives an idea about
using the watchdog timer in a real applications with
8 point LEDs and two push button switches
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The functions in the file “Demo13.C” and short descriptions are listed below:

Functions

Description

main

This is the main function of this module and will sequentially
swicthes 8 LEDs from 1st LED to 8th LED and from 8th LED to
1st LED with time interval. Starts the watchdog timer when user
presses first key and stops resetting watchdog timer after the
second switch is pressed by the user.
Input: None.
Output : None.

MCUInitialize_Int_Low

Selects the on-chip low speed oscillator as clock source for the
CPU and other peripherals.
Input: None.
Output : None.

InitializeIO

Initializes the port lines P10 to P17 as output lines to drive LEDs.
Input: None.
Output : None.
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Program Flow:

Start

Select internal low speed
oscillator.

Switch off all LEDs and
start W atchdog Tim er.

Sequentially switch on
and off LEDs from 1st
LED to 8th LED

Com plem ent the port line
P10 to flash the LED
connected to this line
and wait for som e tim e

Is Push Button
Switch 1 pressed?

Yes
Check Push
Button Switch 2
Status

No
Sequentially switch on
and off LEDs from 8th
LED to 1st LED

No

Is Push Button
Switch 1 pressed?

Pressed

Not Pressed
Refresh the watchdog
tim er.

Yes
Set 1 to the port line P11
to indicate that resetting
of watchdog tim er was
stopped.
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Execute Demo:
The program will sequentially switch 8 LEDs from first one to the last and then start from the last
LED to the first one with time interval. Now press push button switch 1 (Connected to P33) to
start the watchdog timer.
The control comes out of the loop and enables the watchdog timer and starts flashing one point
LED with a periodic time interval. During flashing, the control will keep refreshing the watch dog
timer. To stop the refreshing of watchdog timer, press the push button switch 2 (connected to
P34). The LED connected to the port line P11 will now stay flashing on till the watchdog’s period
gets lapsed. Here the time out period is 4.194 seconds.
When the time out period lapsed, the watchdog timer generates a reset to the device and this
makes the CPU start operating from the reset vector and then starts displaying all the LEDs in
sequence one by one.
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Use Topview Simulator to Verify the Design.
Open the project Demo13 in the R8C/Tiny System Simulator using Open Project option from
Project menu. The project window opens up along with the Demo13.c file. Use Build option
from Build menu to compile the project. An output window captures the compiler ouput.
Use Project -> Download Project from main menu to download the .mot file into the simulator’s
memory for simulation.

Connect point LEDs to the port lines P10 to P17 using LED module setting and connect two
push button switches to the port lines P33 and P34. Open the LED and Keyboard windows and
arrange them as shown for better visibility.
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Down load the program using Download Project command in Project menu.
Run the program using Go command in Run menu.
The program will sequentially swicthes 8 LEDs from 1st LED to 8th LED and from 8th LED to 1st
LED with time interval. In between, the program will checks first push button switch.
when the switch was pressed (connected to P33), then control comes out of the the loop and
starts the watch timer and starts flashing one point LED with a periodic time interval. During
flashing, the control will reset the watch dog timer and checks the status another push button
switch.
After the second switch press (P34), the control will continue the flashing of LED without resetting
the watch dog timer. After 4.194 seconds, the micon will gets a reset signal from watch dog
timer overflow. This will makes the control to switch LEDs sequentially from flashing.
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